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Abstract
Background. European and American resuscitation guidelines show clearly that electrical cardioversion is
a necessary procedure in unstable tachycardia. The scope of medical emergency procedures a paramedic can perform in accordance with the Ministry of Health regulations to perform electrical cardioversion in hemodynamically unstable tachycardia. The scientific societies guidelines (2010 and 2015) such as the ERC or AHA promoting
advanced life-saving procedures confirms that the participant of even a limited hours training is able to acquire
skills related to diagnosis and treatment of unstable SVT through the exercise to perform an urgent electrical
cardioversion. Case Report. A basic Emergency Medical Team (ZRM) consisting of a paramedic and a nurse
was called to the 52-year-old woman due to a fainting in public area. Patient was in unstable condition and his
ECG presented SVT. Decision for treatment was synchronized shock. Results. The procedure was carried out by
synchronized with the R-wave discharge using biphasic energy of 100 J. The procedure was performed without
any complications. Upon delivery of a first preferred dose of energy the desired therapeutic effect (sinus rhythm
restoration) was obtained. In the re-assessment of vital signs immediately after the procedure a marked improvement in hemodynamic parameters, resolution of the hypoperfusion signs and no symptoms of early complications
were observed. Changing the regulations allowing paramedics to perform urgent intervention, for which the
implementation time has a great impact on survival of the patients. The authors demonstrate the validity of such
procedure and with the appropriate training of medical staff paramedics can perform DCC safely and effectively.
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